CAPRI targets T29-T42: proving ground for new docking procedures.
The critical assessment of protein interactions (CAPRI) experiment provides a unique opportunity for unbiased assessment of docking procedures. The recent CAPRI targets T29-T42 entailed docking of bound, unbound, and modeled structures, presenting a wide range of prediction difficulty. We submitted accurate predictions for targets T40, T41, and T42, a good prediction for T32 and acceptable predictions for T29 and T34. The accuracy of our docking results generally matched the prediction difficulty; hence, docking of modeled proteins produced less accurate results. However, there were interesting exceptions: an accurate prediction was submitted for the dimer of modeled tetratricopeptide repeat (T42) and only an acceptable prediction for the bound/unbound case T29. The ensembles of docking models produced in the scans included an acceptable or better prediction for every target. We show here that our recently developed postscan reevaluation procedure, which tests propensity and solvation measures of the whole interface and the interface core, successfully distinguished these predictions from false docking models. For enzyme-inhibitor targets, we show that the distance of the interface from the enzyme's centroid ranked high native like docking models. Also, for one case we demonstrate that docking of an ensemble of conformers produced by normal modes analysis can improve the accuracy of the prediction.